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Abstract

Frequent interactions between individuals are a funda-
mental challenge for pose estimation algorithms. Current
pipelines either use an object detector together with a pose
estimator (top-down approach), or localize all body parts
first and then link them to predict the pose of individu-
als (bottom-up). Yet, when individuals closely interact,
top-down methods are ill-defined due to overlapping in-
dividuals, and bottom-up methods often falsely infer con-
nections to distant bodyparts. Thus, we propose a novel
pipeline called bottom-up conditioned top-down pose es-
timation (BUCTD) that combines the strengths of bottom-
up and top-down methods. Specifically, we propose to
use a bottom-up model as the detector, which in addition
to an estimated bounding box provides a pose proposal
that is fed as condition to an attention-based top-down
model. We demonstrate the performance and efficiency of
our approach on animal and human pose estimation bench-
marks. On CrowdPose and OCHuman, we outperform pre-
vious state-of-the-art models by a significant margin. We
achieve 78.5 AP on CrowdPose and 48.5 AP on OCHu-
man, an improvement of 8.6% and 7.8% over the prior
art, respectively. Furthermore, we show that our method
strongly improves the performance on multi-animal bench-
marks involving fish and monkeys. The code is available at
https://github.com/amathislab/BUCTD

1. Introduction
Imagine somebody hands you an image of a person and

asks you “to annotate the pose”. For your exquisite pri-
mate visual system this is a trivial task that you can readily
achieve. Now imagine somebody hands you another image
that contains two people, arm-in-arm. You are likely frus-
trated and will ask whose pose you should annotate? In re-
sponse to whose pose you should annotate, your opponent
will likely point at the person she has in mind. Based on
the pointing, it’s again easy to annotate the right pose. Our

*Authors contributed equally to this work.

Figure 1. Overview of our bottom-up conditioned top-down
pose estimation (BUCTD) approach and benchmarking re-
sults. BUCTD uses a bottom-up pose model as instance detec-
tor, which is computationally cheaper than existing, widely-used
object detectors (see inset Table). The pose proposals from the
pose detector are used to calculate bounding boxes and to con-
dition our novel, conditional top-down stage. Note that, as in a
standard top-down paradigm, only one image crop plus its cor-
responding conditional pose is presented to the BUCTD. We can
substantially boost performance on both human & animal bench-
marks, with especially large gains in crowded scenes (Tables 2, 7).

work proposes a hybrid deep learning framework for pose
estimation that is inspired by this interaction.

This simple interaction highlights the ambiguity problem
of top-down approaches in crowds. They first localize in-
dividuals with a dedicated object detector [33, 34, 12, 27]
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and then perform single-instance pose estimation [13, 8,
39, 23, 42, 25, 40]. In contrast, bottom-up approaches
first localize all body parts in the image and then assem-
ble them into poses of each of the individuals simultane-
ously [19, 6, 31, 9, 16, 22, 36]. Yet, when individuals
closely interact, top-down methods are ill-defined as it is
unclear which pose should be predicted within a bound-
ing box that contains multiple individuals. Therefore, oc-
cluded individuals will often be ignored by top-down meth-
ods (Figure 1). In contrast, as bottom-up approaches reason
over the complete scene they may not have this problem.
Bottom-up approaches can localize all individuals, but of-
ten struggle to make accurate predictions.

To overcome those limitations we propose a simple yet
effective framework called Bottom-Up Conditioned Top-
Down pose estimation (BUCTD). Our solution, is inspired
by the interaction that we described. Instead of using ob-
ject detectors, we propose to use bottom-up pose estima-
tion models as detectors. The output poses are used to esti-
mate bounding boxes of the individuals, and also serve as a
“pointing” mechanism, that indicates whose pose should be
predicted. To also process the “pointing” input, we general-
ize top-down models to conditional-top down (CTD) mod-
els, which present the second stage of our BUCTD frame-
work. CTD models take a cropped image together with
a pose as input. They are trained to predict the correct
pose based on the (potentially) noisy pose provided by the
bottom-up methods (Figure 1).

Thus, BUCTD overcomes the information bottleneck
and ambiguity introduced by standard detectors, while typ-
ically having similar or lower inference cost (Figure 1).
We evaluate BUCTD on COCO [26], two crowded hu-
man benchmarks, CrowdPose [23] and OCHuman [43],
and three multi-animal benchmarks, namely SchoolingFish,
Tri-Mouse and Marmosets [22]. We achieve SOTA perfor-
mance and strongly outperform both top-down and bottom-
up models in occluded and crowded scenes.

2. Related Work

2.1. Multi-instance pose estimation & benchmarks

Top-down approaches detect the body parts of each in-
dividual by a single-instance pose estimation model [13, 8,
39] within the detected bounding box generated by the ob-
ject detector [34, 33, 17, 12, 27]. Recently, transformer-
based top-down methods such as TransPose [42], Token-
Pose [25], TFPose [28] and ViTPose [40] have increased
the performance. Exemplar bottom-up approaches include
OpenPose [6], Associative Embedding [31], ArtTrack [19],
HigherHRNet [9], DEKR [16], DLCRNet [22], CID [38]
and PETR [36]. Additionally, ensuring precision in pose
estimation has led to the development of pose refinement
methods. Works such as PoseRefiner [14] and PoseFix [30]

proposed models for refining the predicted pose (of a differ-
ent model) and can substantially improve the accuracy.

Classic benchmarks for human pose estimation, such as
COCO [26] and MPII [1], contain few occlusions [21],
even though this is typical in many real-world scenar-
ios. In recent years new benchmarks with more crowded
scenes emerged, most notably CrowdPose [23] and OCHu-
man [43]. Interestingly, multi-animal pose estimation
shares some of the challenges of human benchmarks, but
also raises other problems [29], such as lack of “social”
distancing amongst animals and highly similar appearances
within a given species, such as mice. Therefore, to tackle
these challenges we also focused on multi-animal bench-
marks comprising mice, monkeys, and groups of fish with
heavy overlap [22]. Our method, BUCTD, achieves SOTA
on these benchmarks.

2.2. Crowded scene pose estimation

Many recent works [23, 43, 32, 21] have focused on oc-
cluded scenes in pose estimation. Khirodkar et al. [21] pro-
pose a hybrid top-down approach called MIPNet, which al-
lows the model to predict multiple people within a given
bounding box. MIPNet reached SOTA performance by pro-
viding an integer input to indicate which human with re-
spect to the distance from the center should be predicted.
In contrast, we hypothesize that providing a pose cue about
which individual should be predicted is advantageous. The
CID model [38] proposes an end-to-end architecture in-
cluding a CNN backbone and a feature decoupling stage
to distinguish between individuals. However, the decou-
pling is only based on the center prediction of individu-
als. CenterGroup [4] uses attention to link person centers to
body parts, while PETR [36] deploys separate, transformer-
based decoders for individuals and keypoints respectively.
Ding et al. [11] recently proposed another attention-based
model that appears to have strong performance on Crowd-
Pose and OCHuman. However, the authors evaluate their
model differently than the field, i.e., only based on ground-
truth bounding boxes, and hence we do not compare it to
other approaches.

2.3. Combining Top-Down and Bottom-Up Models

Hu and Ramanan [18] proposed a bidirectional archi-
tecture for hierarchical Rectified Gaussian models incor-
porating top-down feedback with a bottom-up architecture,
while Tang et al. [37] introduced a hierarchical, composi-
tional model, for which the inference process consists of
both bottom-up and top-down stages across multiple seman-
tic levels. Cai et al. [5] developed a graph-based method
for 3D pose estimation by concatenating bottom-up features
and top-down features together. Li et al. [24] proposed to
use bottom-up methods to estimate the joints and leverage
the bounding boxes from an object detector to group the
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Figure 2. Overview of the second stage of our BUCTD approach: conditional top-down (CTD) pose estimators. (a) CTD receives a
conditional pose and a cropped image, whose crop was estimated from the conditioned keypoints. (b) CTD with preNet. (c) CTD with
TransPose. (d) CTD with Conditional Attention Module (CoAM). (Top: Our CTD model simply employs the same multi-resolution stages
as the standard HRNet; we insert our CoAM module after stage 2 (one CoAM for every resolution branch). Bottom: CoAM. The output
of stage 2 for one branch (image feature) is treated as keys and values for the two attention submodules, while we feed the color-coded
condition heatmap as queries into the attention mechanisms. The output of the module is a combination of the spatial attention feature, the
channel attention feature and the original image feature.

joints, while Cheng et al. [10] shows another, similar way
to combine top-down and bottom-up approaches.

In comparison to previous works, instead of using an ob-
ject detector, BUCTD leverages bottom-up models as detec-
tors to provide a ‘pointer’ to guide the adapted TD model to
pay attention to the correct target individual. For the first
stage of BUCTD, we are building on the latest bottom-up
methods, such as CID [38], and PETR [36]. For the sec-
ond stage, we generalized top-down models to conditional
top-down models (CTD). Instead of an index as in MIP-
NET [21], we provide a “pointer” in the form of a pose
predicted from a bottom-up model. Thus, our CTD model
gets two inputs: a bounding box and a pose, similar in spirit
to PoseFix [30] or PoseRefiner [14]. Akin to PoseFix and
PoseRefiner, we also test a convolutional PreNet that pro-
vides the pose at the early stage of the top-down model.
Moreover, we developed transformer and attention-based
models for providing the conditional input. We find that
these models achieve better performance and are efficient.

How is the conditional input provided to the second-
stage model (during training)? We either sample it from
known error distributions [35, 30], or based on the predic-
tions of the BU models. As we will show, both approaches
provide strong results.

3. Methods

3.1. The BUCTD framework

Our BUCTD model is a two-stage model trained to pre-
dict the pose from the cropped input image and the bottom-
up input (Figure 2). The intuition is that the BUCTD model
can use the image as well as the pose input to “know” which
individual to predict. This overcomes the inherent ambi-
guity for top-down approaches in crowded scenes. Impor-
tantly, our training scheme differs from classic top-down
approaches, since we train on cropped images generated
from bottom-up pose predictions, in contrast to using the
ground-truth bounding boxes. This induces additional aug-
mentation in the training.

Stage1: Bottom-Up detector (BU). Firstly, to detect in-
dividuals, we used bottom-up pose estimation models on
the target training dataset and get the predictions. Classic
top-down methods use a generic object detector to get the
bounding boxes for individuals, however, bounding boxes
create an information bottleneck between the detector and
the pose estimation model. Furthermore, in real-world ap-
plications, training an object detector often has a higher
computational cost compared to training bottom-up pose
models (Suppl. Materials). Therefore, we propose to use
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Figure 3. CrowdPose and OCHuman, qualitative results. (a) Qualitative results on CrowdPose (top row) and OCHuman (bottom row)
with BUCTD-CoAM-W48. (b) Top: Predictions from a top-down approach (HRNet-W48) and bottom: predictions from our BUCTD
model with CoAM-W48, both on CrowdPose images. Missing detections or wrongly predicted keypoints are noted.

a bottom-up model as the detector, which will provide both
a predicted pose as guidance, and the corresponding bound-
ing box. Of course, also recent single-stage models [36, 38]
can (and will) be used.

Stage2: Conditional Top-Down (CTD). Secondly, we
train CTD models with the conditional pose input and the
corresponding bounding box. During training, we experi-
ment with two different sampling strategies for the condi-
tions. 1) Empirical sampling: We sample the conditions
from the predictions of BU models, where we match those
predictions to the ground truth pose by using Object Key-
point Similarity (OKS) on human benchmarks and bound-
ing box IoU on animal benchmark. 2) Generative sam-
pling: Instead of taking actual predictions, we also synthet-
ically sample input poses based on estimated pose estima-
tion errors [35]. This approach is similar to PoseFix [30].

3.2. CTD model architectures

The second stage of our BUCTD approach consists of
the conditional top-down (CTD) pose estimation model,
that provides a generic solution to tackle multi-instance
pose estimation in crowded scenes. In this section, we de-
scribe the flexibility of the BUCTD approach by adopting
different TD architectures (Figure 2a-d). In all cases, we
convert the conditional input from the predicted keypoints
into a 3-channel heatmap by using a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation σ. To keep the semantic informa-
tion, we provide each keypoint with a certain RGB value.
We validate these design choices in the Suppl. Materials.

3.2.1 CTD with preNet

Given an input pair comprising an input image and input
condition, we feed the pair in parallel to the preNet which
contains two different convolutional layers, to extract fea-
tures from both inputs (i.e., two 7x7 conv. layers for input
image and one 7x7 conv. layer for the conditional input).
Then, we fuse the image feature and the condition feature
together and feed it into a HRNet [39]. Thus, CTD-preNet
is a simple architecture leveraging the CTD approach (Fig-
ure 2b), which is similar to PoseFix’s design [30].

3.2.2 CTD with TransPose

We modified TransPose [42] to leverage its powerful trans-
former architecture. TransPose consists of a CNN backbone
whose output features are transformed to d × H × W by
a 1 × 1 convolution. These d-dimensional image feature
maps are then flattened into a sequence X ∈ RN×d, with
N = H × W , which is then fed to a standard transformer
encoder. For CTD+TransPose, we provide conditions as
“side-information” by concatenating condition-specific to-
kens to this transformer input sequence (Figure 2c). Specif-
ically, we transform the conditional heatmap first by a 1×1
convolution to expand the number of channels to c and, after
flattening, obtain a condition sequence Y ∈ RN×c. Here,
we arbitrarily chose c = 16. The final input sequence to the
transformer encoder is the concatenation of X and Y , i.e.,
X⊕Y . The attention layers enable capturing long-range re-
lationships between the conditional input and the predicted
keypoints.
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3.2.3 CTD with a Conditional Attention Module

To learn a better representation and leverage the informa-
tion from the conditional input, we propose an architecture
comprised of a Conditional Attention Module (CoAM) and
HRNet [39], where we feed the input image and the cor-
responding pose condition into HRNet and the CoAM in
parallel (Figure 2d). The CoAM can be inserted after any
HRNet-stage and its output is fused with the features of the
corresponding stage. Unless otherwise indicated the CoAM
input was given to HRNet-stage 2 (see ablations). There-
fore, the conditional input (1) provides a clue to which indi-
vidual in the crop the CTD model should focus on, (2) im-
proves the input pose obtained from the bottom-up model.

CoAM is inspired by [15] and contains spatial and chan-
nel attention sub-modules. It is designed to learn associa-
tions between features and “conditions” with an attention-
like mechanism. Finally, it aggregates and fuses the fea-
tures from both sub-modules by performing an element-
wise sum. The resulting feature map is added back to the
module’s input feature map, hence combining the features
extracted from the HRNet with the long-range contextual
information. The CoAM module treats the conditions as
queries and the feature maps as keys and values for calculat-
ing the attention scores (Figure 2d). Details on the Position
and Channel Attention Modules are provided in the Suppl.
Materials.

3.3. Implementation & training details

BUCTD with preNet. We equipped HRNet-W32 or
W48 [39] with a preNet to train BUCTD-preNet-W32 and
W48, respectively, and report the efficiency on the animal
benchmarks [22], CrowdPose [23] and COCO [26].

BUCTD with TransPose. We trained BUCTD-TP-H-
A6 model (based on the TransPose-H-A6 architecture [42])
on CrowdPose to show that the conditional top-down ap-
proach can be successfully integrated into transformers. We
ran this architecture on CrowdPose [23] and COCO [26].

BUCTD with CoAM. We trained HRNet-W32 and
HRNet-W48 [39] with CoAM (BUCTD-CoAM-W32 and
BUCTD-CoAM-W48) on all benchmarks [22, 23, 26, 43].

Training Details: To obtain the conditional inputs we
trained bottom-up pose estimation models: specifically DL-
CRNet [22] for animal pose, and HigherHRNet [9] for
CrowdPose and OCHuman, and saved (pose) predictions
from different model checkpoints (animals: up to 8-12
checkpoints, human: 15 checkpoints).

During training and inference, we added a fixed margin
(25 pixels) in height and width to the predicted bounding
box, for animal datasets. To keep the aspect ratio and avoid
distortion of the animal’s body, we resized and padded the
predicted bounding box to 256×256. For the human data,
we used a margin of 5 pixels and extend each detection box

to a fixed aspect ratio (256×192 or 384×288). We fol-
lowed the same training scheme (batch size, learning rate,
weight initialization, augmentation scheme, loss function)
as in [39, 21] (see Suppl. Materials). As for the experiments
using generative sampling strategy, we use the same error
distribution as in PoseFix [35, 30] on human benchmarks,
while for animal benchmarks we adapt it (Suppl. Materi-
als).

4. Experiments
To evaluate BUCTD, we performed comprehensive ex-

periments on several benchmarks. We tested our approach
on the most important benchmarks for crowded scenes
(CrowdPose [23] and Occluded Human (OCHuman) [43]),
as well as on three multi-animal pose estimation bench-
marks [22], and COCO [26]. We also carried out several
ablations to test the design choices.

4.1. CrowdPose Benchmark

Dataset: The CrowdPose dataset [23] contains 12K
labeled images in the trainval set with 43.4K labeled
people (each with 14 keypoints), and 8K images in the
test set with 29K labeled people. Following other stud-
ies [16, 36, 38], we used trainval for training, and test for
evaluation. We report standard metrics AP, APeasy , APmed

and APhard as defined in [23]. We compared our method,
that derives bounding boxes from a bottom-up model (see
Methods), with baselines that used bounding boxes ob-
tained by a Faster R-CNN detector [34].

Results: First, we trained the different CTD models
on CrowdPose with BU predictions from HigherHRNet-
W32 and empirical sampling. We found that all variants
can boost the performance of HigherHRNet by up to 7 AP
(Table 1). We evaluated the test-performance (without re-
training) of CTD models when they were provided with
inputs from recently described SOTA bottom-up or single-
stage models (CID-W32, DEKR and PETR, respectively).
We found that the CTD models could generalize to other
bottom-up pose estimation model inputs (Table 1). Using
the CoAM module provided the best results, and outper-
formed the CTD-preNet models, which is similar to Pose-
Fix [30]. This highlights that CTD models are good pose
refiners. Next we checked the performance of the full
BUCTD pipeline.

We then compared BUCTD to bottom-up, single-stage,
and top-down methods. Overall, BUCTD achieved SOTA
performance on CrowdPose (Table 2, Figure 3). As we al-
ready showed, BUCTD can improve the performance over
BU models, at the cost of additional computation (due to
inference with CTD models). BUCTD also outperforms
top-down and hybrid methods, while having comparable
computational costs. Training and performing inference
are comparable for object detectors and BU models, as BU
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Method AP APeasy APmed APhard

HigherHRNet-W32 [9] 65.7 73.2 66.1 57.9
CTD-preNet-W32† 69.5 (+3.8) 76.2 69.9 62.5 (+4.6)
CTD-TP-H-A6† 70.7 (+5.0) 77.9 71.1 63.0 (+5.1)
CTD-CoAM-W32† 71.4 (+5.7) 78.0 71.8 64.5 (+6.6)
CTD-CoAM-W48⋆ 72.9 (+7.2) 79.2 73.4 66.1 (+8.2)
DEKR [16] 68.0 76.6 68.8 58.4
CTD-preNet-W32† 69.7 (+1.7) 77.7 70.6 60.5 (+2.1)
CTD-TP-H-A6† 71.0 (+3.0) 79.1 71.9 61.7 (+3.3)
CTD-CoAM-W32† 71.1 (+3.1) 78.8 71.9 61.8 (+3.4)
CTD-CoAM-W48⋆ 72.0 (+4.0) 79.5 72.8 63.0 (+4.6)
CID-W32 [38] 71.3 77.4 72.1 63.9
CTD-preNet-W32† 72.8 (+1.5) 79.0 73.4 65.7 (+1.8)
CTD-TP-H-A6† 73.7 (+2.4) 80.1 74.5 66.2 (+2.3)
CTD-CoAM-W32† 74.2 (+2.9) 80.2 74.9 67.1 (+3.2)
CTD-CoAM-W48⋆ 75.3 (+4.0) 81.1 75.9 68.4 (+4.5)
PETR [36] 72.0 78.0 72.5 65.4
CTD-preNet-W32† 74.6 (+2.6) 80.9 75.1 67.7 (+2.3)
CTD-TP-H-A6† 75.6 (+3.6) 82.2 76.1 68.6 (+3.2)
CTD-CoAM-W32† 75.9 (+3.9) 81.9 76.3 69.1 (+3.7)
CTD-CoAM-W48⋆ 76.7 (+4.7) 82.6 77.2 70.4 (+5.0)

Table 1. CTD boosts CrowdPose results using conditional in-
puts from different bottom-up and single-stage models (on test
set). † and ⋆ denotes input resolution of 256x192 and 384x288 re-
spectively. All CTD models are trained with HigherHRNet-W32
conditional input.

models often have similar or fewer parameters and GFLOPs
(Suppl. Materials).

Strikingly, we improved upon MIPNet-W48 [21] by
up to 8.5 AP. To achieve this, BUCTD-CoAM-W48 was
trained with bottom-up predictions from HigherHRNet-
W32 [9] (which alone performs relatively poorly) and gen-
erative sampling, as well as inputs from PETR [36]. We
also compared to PoseFix [30], which did not evaluate on
CrowdPose [23]. Thus, we implemented PoseFix by uti-
lizing generative sampling and our BUCTD-preNet archi-
tecture, which is similar to the original PoseFix [30], but
with a more powerful backbone. This PoseFix-HRNet-W48
achieves 76.8 AP, while BUCTD (with CoAM) achieves
78.5 AP. Interestingly, for BUCTD, we also achieved the
best results with generative sampling. Collectively, this sug-
gests that our hybrid approach combines the strengths of
both bottom-up and top-down methods, and can outperform
refinement methods.

Moreover, to gain additional insights, we computed the
precision and recall for the BUCTD approach for different
BU models on CrowdPose. We compare our model to the
previous SOTA on CrowdPose: MIPNet [21]. Importantly,
BUCTD has both higher recall and precision than MIPNet
for all models (Suppl. Materials).

Ablation Results: Some BU models provide more pre-
dictions than detectors. To fairly compare, we also provided
exactly the same number of detections from the bottom-up
models as provided by the object detector. Despite this arti-
ficial constraint the performance of BUCTD was still signif-
icantly higher than the one of MIPNet [21], indicating that

Method Input size AP APeasy APmed APhard

Bottom-Up methods
HRNet-W48 [39] 640 67.3 74.6 68.1 58.7
HigherHRNet-W48 [9] 640 67.6 75.8 68.1 58.9
CenterGroup [4] 640 69.4 76.6 70.0 61.5
BAPose [2] 512 72.2 79.9 73.4 61.3
Single-stage methods
DEKR [16] 640 68.0 76.6 68.8 58.4
PETR [36] 800 72.0 78.0 72.5 65.4
CID-W32 [38] 512 71.3 77.4 72.1 63.9
CID-W48 [38] 640 72.3 78.7 73.0 64.8
Top-Down methods
AlphaPose [13] - 61.0 71.2 61.4 51.1
JC-SPPE [23] 320×256 66.0 75.5 66.3 57.4
HRNet-W48 [39] 384×288 69.3 77.7 70.6 57.8
Hybrid approaches
MIPNet-W48 [21] 384×288 70.0 78.1 71.1 59.4
PoseFix (HRNet-preNet-W48)++σ 384×288 76.8 82.3 77.4 70.2
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (Ours) 384×288 72.9 79.2 73.4 66.1
BUCTD-CoAM-W48+ (Ours) 384×288 75.3 81.1 75.9 68.4
BUCTD-CoAM-W48++ (Ours) 384×288 76.7 82.6 77.2 70.4
BUCTD-CoAM-W48++σ (Ours) 384×288 78.5 83.9 79.0 72.3

Table 2. BUCTD improved performance on CrowdPose test
set. For empirical sampling, BUCTD models are trained with
HigherHRNet-W32 conditions. + denotes cond. input from CID-
W32, ++ denotes cond. input from PETR, and σ denotes genera-
tive sampling.

the performance gains are not simply coming from a higher
number of provided detections (Suppl. Materials).

To validate our design choices we performed ablation
studies on the CTD-CoAM-W32 model. We experimented
with the position of CoAM and found that conditional in-
puts are best provided at earlier stages in the network (Ta-
ble 3). We further wanted to validate the impact of dif-
ferent conditional inputs during training. In comparison to
the 15 checkpoints we obtained from training the bottom-up
model (HigherHRNet-W32), we trained CTD models with
conditions from different numbers and types of conditions.
Generally speaking, CTD models can better learn to predict
poses when they are trained with diverse conditional poses
for empirical sampling. Accordingly, generative sampling
can further improve the performance (Table 4).

Method stage AP APeasy APmed APhard

BUCTD-CoAM-W32 stage 1 71.2 77.8 71.6 64.2
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 stage 2 71.2 77.7 71.6 64.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 stage 3 70.5 77.4 70.9 63.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 stage 4 68.3 76.8 69.2 58.7

Table 3. Ablating the position of CoAM on CrowdPose test.
Feeding the conditions through CoAM in earlier stages of the HR-
Net architecture increased performance.

4.2. OCHuman Benchmark
Dataset: The OCHuman dataset [43] is the most chal-

lenging dataset for crowded multi-person pose estimation
with an average of 0.67 MaxIoU (Intersection over Union
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GT #checkpts #checkpts #checkpts #checkpts AP APeasy APmed APhard AP APeasy APmed APhard

HrHRNet DEKR CID PETR Tested on HrHRNet conditions Tested on PETR conditions
- 1 (best) - - - 68.8 75.8 69.3 61.5 73.9 80.4 74.4 67.1
- 1 (test-gap) - - - 69.8 76.6 70.3 62.8 74.7 80.9 75.1 67.9
- 1 1 1 1 68.9 76.0 69.4 61.5 74.4 80.7 74.8 67.6
- 15 - - - 71.4 78.0 71.8 64.5 75.9 81.9 76.3 69.1
1 15 1 1 1 70.9 77.7 71.5 63.9 75.5 81.7 75.9 68.9

+gen. - - - - 72.3 78.8 72.8 65.1 76.9 83.0 77.4 70.4

Table 4. Additional ablation studies for the number and type of different checkpoints during training on CrowdPose. For empirical
sampling, higher diversity (predictions sampled from different checkpoints of the bottom-up model) leads to better performance. We also
found that generative sampling works well. “Best” denotes the best performing checkpoint, while “test-gap” denotes the one for which
training performance is closest to the final testing performance. All models are based on a HRNet-W32, are trained on input resolutions of
256x192 and tested with flipping.

between bounding boxes) for each person. It contains 4, 731
images with 8, 110 persons in total. For a fair compari-
son, we report the results in the same way as illustrated in
[43, 38], namely we train our models on the COCO train
set and evaluate on OCHuman test set.

Results: Previous SOTA results on OCHuman were re-
ported by the single-stage model CID [38]. We reach new
SOTA performance, with gains up to 3.5 AP. Notably even
BUCTD with a smaller HRNet outperforms MIPNet. Nat-
urally, the BUCTD pipeline improves over plain bottom-
up methods, which historically do well in crowded scenes,
and over the recently introduced strong single-stage method
CID [38]. Qualitative results can be seen in Figure 3.

Method AP val AP test
HGG [20] 35.6 34.8
HigherHRNet-W32 [9] 40.0 39.4
LOGO-CAP-W48 [41] 41.2 40.4
DEKR [16] 37.9 36.5
CID-W32 [38] 45.7 44.6
CID-W48 [38] 46.1 45.0
AlphaPose+ [32] - 27.5
HRNet-W48⋆ [39] 37.8 37.2
MIPNet-W48⋆ [21] 42.0 42.5
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 (HrHRNet-W32)† 44.1 43.5
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 (CID-W32)† 47.3 46.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (CID-W32)σ† 48.3 47.4
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (CID-W32)σ† 2x 48.8 48.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (CID-W32)σ† 3x 49.0 48.5

Table 5. BUCTD improved performance on OCHuman. Com-
parison with state-of-the-art methods on the OCHuman val and
test set after training on COCO train. † and ⋆ denotes input res-
olution of 256x192 and 384x288, respectively. Model in brackets
denotes where conditions are coming from during inference. 2x
and 3x marks iterative refinement by feeding back model predic-
tions as new conditions. For empirical sampling, BUCTD models
are trained with HigherHRNet-W32 conditions. σ denotes gener-
ative sampling.

4.3. COCO Benchmark

Dataset: The COCO [26] dataset contains 57K images
with 150K persons in the train set, 5K images with 6.3K
persons in the val set and 20K images in the test-dev set.
We used train for training and val for validation. We com-
pared our method with several bottom-up models and top-
down methods, but note that it has few overlapping peo-
ple [21] compared to CrowdPose [23] and OCHuman [43].

Results: BUCTD can refine the performance of single-
stage, BU and TD (HRNet-W48) methods. This suggests
that our method, designed for the challenges of crowded-
ness, can also fare well even with few overlapping people
(Table 6).

Method AP APM APL

DEKR [16] 71.0 66.7 78.5
CID-W32 [38] 69.8 64.0 78.9
PETR [36] 73.1 67.2 81.7
HRNet-W48 [39] 76.3 72.3 83.4
MIPNet-W48 [21] 76.3 72.3 83.4
PoseFix [30] (best original)σ 73.6 70.3 79.8
PoseFix (our HRNet-preNet-W48)σ 77.3 73.5 84.4
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (DEKR)σ 74.8 71.1 81.1
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (CID-W32)σ 74.8 71.1 81.1
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (PETR)σ 77.1 73.3 83.4
BUCTD-preNet-W48 (PETR)σ 77.8 74.2 83.7
BUCTD-TP-H-A6 (PETR)σ 76.0 72.2 82.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (HRNet-W48)σ 76.5 72.7 83.2

Table 6. Results on COCO val set. BUCTD can be used to refine
poses from other models also on COCO. Models trained with gen-
erative sampling are denoted by σ.

4.4. Multi-Animal Benchmarks

Datasets: To further assess the performance of BUCTD,
we evaluated it on multi-animal benchmarks by Lauer et al.
called SchoolingFish, Marmosets, and Tri-Mouse [22].

These datasets do not contain ground-truth bounding
boxes. Thus, we trained the TD models in the same way as
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Figure 4. Crowdedness levels for the animal datasets, as divided
into low, medium, and hard. The SchoolingFish dataset (Fish)
is overall more crowded, while the Tri-Mouse dataset (Mouse) is
least crowded (IoU: Intersection Over Union).

CTD models, i.e. bounding boxes of train and test samples
were computed from the predictions of DLCRNet. To com-
pare the classic TD pipeline with an object detector, we also
ran the TD models in a traditional way: training with ground
truth bounding boxes (derived from GT poses), and testing
the model with the bounding boxes from the object detec-
tors (Faster R-CNN [34] and YOLOv3 [33], as on Crowd-
Pose). We evaluated BUCTD-W32, -W48 and compared
them to TD and BU methods.

Evaluation for different crowdedness levels. These
datasets vary in crowdedness (Figure 4). We calculated the
Intersection Over Union (IoU) of the overlapped bounding
boxes in the images and use the maximum IoU for each
image (i.e., maxIoU) to indicate the crowdedness level (we
show the analysis results in Suppl. Materials). We then fur-
ther split the test set into different crowdedness levels for
the test set: low (SL), medium (SM ), and high (SH ); Figure
4) to compute the metrics APL, APM , APH , respectively,
to interrogate the model performance for different crowd-
edness levels test set (Table 7).

Figure 5. Qualitative results on animal datasets. (a) Each image
with two marmosets shows the GT pose, HRNet-W48 predictions,
DLCRNet predictions and BUCTD-preNet-W48 predictions (left
to right). Due to crowdedness and occlusions, HRNet-W48 often
missed the whole individual. DLCRNet may assign the body part
to the wrong individual. BUCTD approach shows better perfor-
mance in highly crowded conditions. (b) Results with BUCTD-
preNet-W48 on one zoomed in fish image.

Results: We trained BUCTD models using the predic-
tions from a bottom-up method based on DeepLabCut’s
DLCRNet [22]. BUCTD outperforms the baseline methods
on mice and marmosets and is competitive for fish. Impor-
tantly, BUCTD outperforms all other methods for crowded
frames (see APH , Table 7, and Figure 5).

Additionally, we trained the CTD models using the gen-
erative sampling scheme. During testing, we use the same
pose inputs as for BUCTD models. These models also im-
prove the performance on the three animal benchmarks (Ta-
ble 7). However, compared to sampling the conditions from
BU predictions (empirical sampling), this sampling strategy
only performs well for marmosets and mice. We speculate

Marmosets SchoolingFish Tri-Mouse
Method (detector) AP APL APM APH AP APL APM APH AP APL APM APH

Bottom-up methods
Resnet [22]-AE [31] 45.0 - - - 40.0 - - - 70.3 - - -
HRNet [22]-AE [31] 65.1 - - - 45.7 - - - 83.9 - - -
DLCRNet [22] 80.1 75.3 71.9 67.5 74.1 68.7 77.6 72.8 95.8 94.9 94.7 -
CID-W32 [38] 92.5 90.5 91.8 82.9 81.0 72.7 84.0 79.9 86.8 84.1 85.6 -
DEKR [16] 61.4 64.8 64.8 57.7 77.6 82.3 80.3 72.1 97.2 97.2 97.9 -
PETR [36] 93.2 89.7 89.6 70.4 79.3 72.3 71.8 80.8 82.3 84.1 78.7 -
Top-down methods
HRNet-W48 [39] (YOLOv3 [33]) 91.0 90.1 87.7 44.1 82.9 80.6 85.2 79.2 91.7 91.2 89.5 -
HRNet-W48 [39] (Faster R-CNN [34]) 91.6 90.2 85.0 42.2 89.1 82.8 92.6 86.1 96.0 97.0 90.3 -
Hybrid approaches
BUCTD-preNet-W48 (DLCRNet) 90.4 87.0 86.1 85.7 88.7 85.8 90.5 88.9 98.5 97.9 98.3 -
BUCTD-preNet-W48 (CID-W32) 93.3 91.9 93.4 89.9 88.0 79.3 90.4 90.5 87.7 85.6 87.3 -
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (PETR) 93.7 91.3 90.6 73.8 78.8 73.8 71.9 81.0 82.7 84.1 79.5 -
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (DLCRNet)σ 91.6 86.3 88.9 89.4 81.9 71.0 81.0 78.3 99.1 99.1 99.2 -

Table 7. BUCTD performance on Animal Pose Datasets. BUCTD model largely outperforms top-down methods in crowded scenes.
Model in brackets denotes where conditions are coming from during inference. Here, σ denotes the generative sampling training scheme,
while others used empirical sampling is based on DLCRNet predictions.
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Marmosets SchoolingFish Tri-Mouse
Method AP APH AP APH AP APM

HRNet-W48 (YOLOv3) 91.0 44.1 82.9 79.2 91.7 89.5
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 91.3 45.5 87.8 85.0 94.9 91.5
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 91.3 48.0 86.3 82.1 92.4 90.5
BUCTD-preNet-W48 91.8 50.4 85.2 79.5 91.8 89.4
BUCTD-CoAM-W48σ 93.1 52.4 79.5 74.0 96.9 93.8
HRNet-W48 (FasterRCNN) 91.6 42.2 89.1 86.1 96.0 90.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 91.8 42.7 90.8 88.0 96.4 90.6
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 91.6 44.8 90.9 88.7 96.1 89.9
BUCTD-preNet-W48 91.8 44.8 89.3 87.4 96.3 91.9
BUCTD-CoAM-W48σ 92.8 49.8 85.0 81.0 97.3 92.5
DLCRNet 80.1 67.5 74.1 72.8 95.8 94.7
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 89.5 84.3 86.9 86.5 98.4 97.6
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 89.5 84.5 88.2 86.6 98.5 98.3
BUCTD-preNet-W48 90.4 85.7 88.7 88.9 98.5 98.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48σ 91.6 89.4 81.9 78.3 99.1 99.2
CID-W32 92.5 82.9 81.0 79.9 86.8 85.6
BUCTD-CoAM-W32 93.1 84.0 86.3 85.4 90.9 88.0
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 92.9 86.3 87.2 83.8 90.2 88.1
BUCTD-preNet-W48 93.3 89.9 88.0 90.5 87.7 87.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48σ 91.8 90.9 83.2 81.1 94.1 92.0

Table 8. Generalization results on animal benchmarks. All
CTD models boosted predictions from different models provided
as conditional inputs. BUCTD models trained on DLCRNet pre-
dictions. σ denotes generative sampling.

that this is due to the different body plans of mammals and
fish.

Ablation Results: One key question is if BUCTD is bet-
ter because it is based on BU as a detector vs. a standard
detector or due to its pose-refinement ability. We find that
for crowded scenes, BU detections are key. We fed the pose
predictions from top-down methods with standard detectors
(YOLOv3, Faster R-CNN), to different CTD models and
found that CTD can further improve the performance (Ta-
ble 8). This validates that they can refine poses (akin to Ta-
ble 1 for CrowdPose). Crucially, when considering the most
crowded test data (i.e. APH for fish and marmosets and
APM for mice) then the results were substantially worse
than for the full BUCTD pipeline. For example, on the diffi-
cult marmoset frames detector with CTD only reached 52.4
mAP vs. 89.4 with BUCTD-CoAM-W48 (DLCRNet). The
same is true for other animals and models (Table 8, and Fig-
ure 1).

Next, to validate our design choices on the bounding
boxes during training, we performed ablation studies for the
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 model using the animal benchmarks.
The performance of top-down methods is influenced by the
quality of the object detection outputs, i.e., the bounding
boxes. Different from typical top-down methods, which
train the model based on ground truth bounding boxes, and
test on detected bounding boxes, we trained the BUCTD
model using bounding boxes computed from bottom-up
predictions. Validating this design, models trained on
bottom-up-computed boxes perform the best on bottom-up-
computed boxes during testing (Table 9).

Training box Marmosets SchoolingFish Tri-Mouse
Method GT BU AP AP AP
HRNet-W48 ✓ - 85.2 73.0 97.5
HRNet-W48 - ✓ 87.8 76.0 98.0
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 ✓ - 85.8 78.9 98.3
BUCTD-CoAM-W48 - ✓ 90.4 88.7 98.5

Table 9. Effect of bounding boxes on training. Using bottom-up-
computed (BU) boxes during training makes models more robust
to crops seen during inference. This effect is particularly large for
the BUCTD pipeline, validating the choice of training on bounding
boxes that are computed with BU predictions (empirical sampling)
or GT + error (generative sampling).

5. Discussion
Humans and other animals often interact closely mak-

ing monocular pose estimation a challenging task. The field
is increasingly creating benchmarks that encompass these
challenges [23, 43, 22], and new solutions for accurately
estimating poses in crowded scenes are actively being de-
veloped. Here, we presented a new hybrid approach to im-
prove multi-instance pose estimation especially in crowded
scenarios, which we call BUCTD. We compared BUCTD
against classic bottom-up, top-down, refinement (PoseFix),
and the recent hybrid top-down method (MIPNet), the lat-
ter showed excellent performance on crowded frames on
challenging human benchmarks. Our BUCTD method
achieves state-of-the-art performance on both CrowdPose
and OCHuman and new animal pose benchmarks. We be-
lieve our proposal of using conditional input provided by
a bottom-up pose estimator effectively helps in crowded
scenes.

Of course, there still remains a gap on all the bench-
marks considered. To further enhance performance, fu-
ture work could additionally leverage hybrid sampling, or
model-confidence across keypoints to condition the input
predictions. We could also extend BUCTD to tracking of
individuals and re-identification across frames. It could
potentially also be adapted into video-based architectures,
multi-modal learning settings, and with new optimization
algorithms [7, 3].

In summary, BUCTD is a simple yet effective method
that is model-backbone-agnostic. The usage of conditional
input provided by a bottom-up pose estimator effectively
helps solve heavily occluded and crowded scenes. Thus,
we hope it can be a useful addition and broadly applied to
newer architectures in computer vision as they arise.
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